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Fortunately the day I arrived was perfect golf
weather, cloudless blue skies, little wind and
plenty of sun. It was during the hour’s taxi ride
to the idyllic village of Bad Kleinenkirchheim
where I was staying that I found time to quietly
admire the local scenery only my reverie was
rudely interrupted when a puzzled taxi driver
with limited German suddenly pointed to the
surrounding mountains, saying, ‘Kein schnee,
kein schnee!’ It took several seconds for the
penny to drop and realise he had mistaken my
large golf bag for a bag containing skis.
Assuring him that it was golf I had come to
play and not to ski, he barely uttered another
word for the rest of the journey.   

During the winter months Bad Kleinkirchheim,
(or KKK as it is fondly referred as), is a popular
ski resort and in the summer months a perfect
holiday retreat. I was here to play golf and
spend a few relaxing days staying at the family
run Hotel Trattlerhof and on my arrival was
immediately greeted by the owner’s son,
Jacob Forstnig who kindly suggested tea in
the hotel’s pretty garden overlooking a field of
mooing cows and a nearby fast running
mountain stream. The whole setting couldn’t
have been more idyllic.    

My first round of golf was played on the 18
hole par 72 Championplaz Kaiserburg course
with Jacob as my guide and playing
companion. We drove to the course in the
hotel’s about a twenty minute drive in a new

electric Mercedes which guests can also hire
for a small fee of 19 Euros for a half day and
39 Euros for a full day. At his insistence I
drove back to the hotel just to experience how
easy it is to drive.  

The Kaiserburg course is a typical mountain
course with some very challenging holes and
definitely calls for the use of a buggy
particularly as the first nine holes are mostly
uphill with sloping fairways. The back nine
though, are thankfully a lot flatter. Several
streams run alongside or across fairways and
there’s a small lake or two but on the whole I
found this a delightful Alpine course to play
and mostly surrounded by the towering
Nockberge mountain range. Fortunately I
found Jacob’s intimate knowledge of the
course very beneficial and extremely helpful
particularly when negotiating blind up-hill
terrains and doglegs. 

Each week the hotel has a wine tasting and
gourmet evening in a small but delightfully
rustic converted chalet called the Einkehr
restaurant and where I spent my first evening.
Rather than take modern transport to the
restaurant we were driven there in brightly
decorated open carriages attached to ancient
1950’s tractor which rumble their way up the
hill for about half an hour (normally the journey
would take less than ten minutes) but this
sedate speed does give you opportunity to
admire the beauty of the local scenery.  

Before playing my next round of golf, I spent a
couple of hours at the local Romerbad
Thermal Spa dipping in and out of special
radon pools, a good antidote for tired muscles.
This time it was Jacob’s mother, Elizabeth who
accompanied me to the next golf course, the
Millstatter Lake course and about an hour’s
drive from the hotel. This is another
challenging Alpine but differently designed
course on a sunny plateau and surrounded by
breathtaking views of snowcapped mountains
and the deep blue Millsatter Lake directly
below. Sadly after eight holes the heavens
opened forcing us to abandoned play but I did
manage a quick chat with the English club pro
Paul Thompson, whose teaching methods I
established, are legendry and much admired
by members.

As we still had time on our hands Elizabeth
suggested driving over to the village where
Franz Klammer was born and learnt to ski, a
mountainous twenty minute drive from the
Mittstater Lake. His former family house is
now a popular restaurant and the walls inside
are festooned with photographs of him
winning races and receiving awards and
several large cabinets filled with many of his
famous trophies and medals. 

This was definitely one of the highlights of my
short stay and a few weeks later when playing
in his annual Franz Klammer Wooden Spoon
event hosted by the Austrian Tourist Office we

discussed the courses I played and my golf
experience in Carinthia. 

Although I only managed to play a couple of
courses, altogether there over 30 golf courses
to choose from in the region and for any golf
enthusiast buying a special Golf Pass is a
must as this entitles you to play any of the
courses including Lake Bled in Slovenia and
Salzburgland at much reduced rates. 
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For further information

The Trafflerhof Hotel www.trattlerhof.at

Championsplatz Kaiserburg www.golfbkk.at

Millstatter See Golf Course – 
www.golf-millstat.at

For information on Franz Klammer – go to his
website www.franzklammer.at

www.golflust.at

www.austrianairlines.com

GOLF IN AUSTRIA’S BAD KLEINENKIRCHHEIM
Golf and Austrian Hospitality
It’s not all Slope Style skiing in Carinthia and once the thick
snow melts, some of these undulating lower ski slopes
metamorphose into verdant green meadows and re-emerge
as excellent golf courses and where each year greens are
tenderly re-sown and bunkers re-sanded.        

With golf clubs in tow I flew to Klagenfurt airport in early September.
This is the region where former Olympic skiing ace Franz Klammer
hails from and once retired from professional racing, learnt to play golf
playing on local courses and now boasts a handicap of seven. 


